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Our goal: Climate-neutral steel production

Green steel - this is the vision of an industry that
accounts for between 7% and 9% of CO2 emissions
worldwide.
ArcelorMittal takes up the challenge and tests new
technologies
The specific targets for ArcelorMittal Europe:
• 30 per cent reduction in CO2 emissions by 2030.
• Climate-neutral production by 2050

What is technically possible? What is economically feasible?
What is feasible in terms of time?
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Steel4Future – our strategy for Germany
• In Germany, ArcelorMittal is driving innovative projects at its 4 production sites in Bremen, Eisenhüttenstadt,
Hamburg and Duisburg with the Steel4Future initiative to produce steel in a climate-neutral way in the future.
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Optimisation of the current process route
Use of natural gas in the transition phase
Investment in DRI plants and electric arc furnaces
Development of a hydrogen infrastructure necessary

Climate-neutral
steel production

Vision for CO2-free steel production
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Reduction plant

Bremen and Eisenhüttenstadt: Reconstruction with natural gas and later hydrogen
• First step in 2021: Reconstruction of the blast
furnaces in Bremen and Eisenhüttenstadt for the
feed-in of natural gas, then later for the feed-in of
hydrogen.
• By 2026, construction of DRI plants and electric
arc furnaces to replace one blast furnace in
Bremen and one blast furnace in Eisenhüttenstadt.

• Use of natural gas in the transition phase
• Use of green hydrogen as soon as feasible in
terms of volume and cost
• Cooperation with technology partners

• Establishment and expansion of a national
hydrogen infrastructure
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Status Quo in Hamburg: Current production process
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Rolling mill
800.000 t / a

Hamburg: Towards green steel
1.
2.
3.
4.

H2First: DRI demonstration plant with H2
H2Green: Green hydrogen in the demonstration plant
H2Ready: Switch existing DRI plant to H2 usage
Green100: Switch all power and natural gas usage to climate-neutrality
2020

~2025
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2025 - 2030

Indirect DRI

Direct steel plant

Indirect steel plant

Direct rolling mill

Indirect rolling mill

H2First: Grey hydrogen is decoupled from the existing plant

DWA plant
separates H2
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H2First becomes H2Green: Hydrogen use in the demonstration plant

H2 is fed into the
new plant

• Initially, grey hydrogen is used until sufficient green hydrogen is available at competitive prices
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H2Ready: IPCEI application for conversion of the existing plant in the hydrogen network
▪ Replacement of 15% natural gas with hydrogen
→100,000 tonnes of green sponge iron per year
(out of a total of 700,000 tonnes per year)
Existing plant ArcelorMittal

▪ CO2 savings of 46,000 tonnes per year
▪ Conversion of the plant and six-month test operation
in 2025

Hydrogen network Hamburg
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Green100: Green steel with the direct reduction plant from Hamburg
• Energy supply switched to 100% renewables
• Green hydrogen for a total of 900,000 tonnes of
sponge iron from Hamburg
• Supply of the Duisburg site by train with green
sponge iron from Hamburg, which is processed there in
a new electric arc furnace.
• From 2030 onwards, one million tonnes of steel per
year in Hamburg and Duisburg will be climateneutral.
• Approx. 2.5 million tonnes of direct CO2 emissions
are saved per year
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Necessary political framework for climate-neutral steel

•

Maintaining competitiveness by ensuring fair
trading conditions and effective protection against
carbon leakage.

•

Supporting the financing of investments and
cushioning the additional costs

•
•
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Access to renewable energy and hydrogen at
competitive prices

Towards green steel – Summary
• We are the technology leader and take the lead in CO2 reduction

• The transformation is technically possible and can be implemented in time
• The transformation effort is enormous, it requires a fundamental change in primary steel
production and cannot be implemented by our own efforts alone.
• We need a political framework that enables fair trade and fair competition to avoid carbon leakage.
• Support for the construction and operation of the plants is necessary to establish a market for
green steel, as is the development and expansion of a hydrogen infrastructure.
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Q&A

Q&A
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